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The “Frobenius condition” is a property of weak factorization systems (WFS) that requires pull‑
back along morphisms in the right class to preserve morphisms in the left class ([GS]). In a locally
cartesian closed category with a WFS, this condition is logically equivalent to the condition that the
morphisms in the right class are closed under pushforwards along morphisms in the right class. In
a full model category, this corresponds to right properness. The Frobenius condition is instrumental
in obtaining models of Homotopy Type Theory (HoTT) in simplicial and cubical sets as it gives the
interpretation of dependent product (Π) types.
Voevodsky’s simplicial model of HoTT ([KLV]) justifies the Frobenius condition through the non‑

constructive use of minimal fibrations. Coquand gave a constructive proof of the Frobenius condition
in Cubical Type Theory. Coquand’s proof takes advantage of an important lemma which reduces
fibration structures to the more manageable composition structures ([C], [ABCFHL]).
However, this proof is difficult to understand for the category theorists and homotopy theorists

who are not well‑versed in cubical type theory, not least due to its heavy syntax. Several experts in the
field (Awodey, Gambino, Sattler) worked on obtaining a categorical proof which is more conceptual
and less syntactical ([A]). Building on their work, we give a complete proof of an enhanced version
of the Frobenius condition, namely the functorial Frobenius for structured fibrations defined from a
generic point in a locally cartesian closed category ([HR]). Our proof does not require connection
structures on the interval object since we work with the ”unbiased” fibrations (due to Awodey). We
verified, through the use of internal language, that our 2‑categorical proof corresponds to Coquand’s
type‑theoretic proof.
Our proof is novel in that it deploys 2‑category theory, specifically the calculus of mates, both

to define the natural maps in the diagrams that we deploy and to prove their commutativity. The
use of 2‑categorical machinery instead of reasoning by universal properties leads to an equational
approach which makes our diagram‑chasing proof semi‑automatic and the translation to type theory
more transparent.
The mates correspondence gives an extended, double‑categorical, version of adjoint transposi‑

tion ([KS]): a suitably‑oriented 2‑cell in a square involving parallel left adjoints is mates with another
2‑cell in the corresponding square formed by their right adjoints.
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Importantly, the mates correspondence is ”natural” in a double categorical sense, which means
in practice to prove the commutativity of a diagram involving such 2‑cells in can be expeditious to
pass instead to their mates and establish commutativity there.
We express our diagrams using the double categorical framework which we deploy to great ef‑

fect to manipulate natural transformations between the adjoint triples: In a locally cartesian closed
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category E , every morphism p : A → X gives rise to an adjoint triple p! a p∗ a p∗ between the slice
categories over A and over X :
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In the internal type theory of E , the map p : A → X is seen as a type A in the context X , the left
adjoint p! (post‑composition with p) corresponds to the operation of forming the dependent sum
type ∑(x:X) A(x), and p∗ (pulling back along p) to the substitution along p, and p∗ corresponds to the
operation of forming the dependent product type ∏(x:X) A(x). Frobenius condition states that if the
map p carries a fibration structure, then for any other map q : B → A with a fibration structure, the
pushforward p∗(q), interpreting the Π‑type, also carries a fibration structure which we construct by
applying the mate calculus to the units and counits produced by the triple adjunction above.
Fibrations are defined from a class of trivial fibrations with few closure properties. We define a

map p : A → X to be a fibration just when the induced map to the pullback in the naturality square for
the evaluation transformation is a trivial fibration:
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Here I is an object of the category E , and thought of as some sort of “interval”—though in our present
context no interval structure is required.
We enhance the definition above to the notion of structured fibrations building on the fibred notion

of structure from [Sw]. We prove that under the natural functorial enhancements of our hypotheses
on the class of trivial fibrations, that the corresponding structured fibrations admit a functorial Frobe‑
nius operator in the sense of Gambino–Sattler [GS]. Moreover, we demonstrate that the induced
fibration structure on the pushforward is stable under substitution under natural conditions.
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